CCC Option Definitions
Option
Code Option Name
2T
Two Tone Paint
3D
3rd Truck Door

3P

Power Third Seat

3S

3rd Row Seat

4D
4W

4th Truck Door
4 Wheel Drive

2P
5P
A2

12 Passenger Seating
15 Passenger Seating
Anti-Lock Brakes (ABS 2)

AB

Anti-Lock Brakes (4)

AC

Air Conditioning

AG

Air Bag

AL

Auto Level

AM
AR

AM Radio
Chrome Bed Rails

AT

Automatic Transmission

AW
B4
B6
BC

Aluminum/Alloy Wheels
4 Captains Chairs
6 Captains Chairs
Bumper Cushions

BD

Running Boards

BG

Bumper Guard

BL
BN

Bedliner
Body Side Moldings

BP
BS
BY

Split Bench Seat
Bucket Seats
Spray-on Bed Liner

C2

Communication System

CA
CB
CC

Cassette
CB Radio
Cruise Control

CD
CL

Compact Disc Player
Climate Control

Option Definition
A paint style which consists of two shades of one color (ie. Dark Blue and Light Blue).
Available on pickups as a rear door. This can be a reverse-hinged door or separate door. Can be located on
either driver or passenger side.
A power device that controls the movement of the bench seat in the rear of the station wagon, van, or UTV; forward,
backward, upward, and downward.
A third row seat is available in station wagons, vans, or UTVs. Vehicle can seat 7 or more passengers, not to exceed
11 passengers. This option will replace 7 and 8 passenger seating.
Available on pickups with four separate doors. Rear doors can be front or reverse-hinged.
A secondary transmission assembly called a transfer case that distributes power to both front and rear axles. This
allows both front and rear wheels to be engaged when driving. Looks similar to gear shifter on console with 2 or 4
wheel directional pattern.
Available on VANS. Consists of bench and captain chairs that allow up to 12 passengers
Available on VANS. Consists of bench and captain chairs that allow up to 15 passengers
A braking system that alternates the pattern of braking between the front two wheels. This allows more control of
the vehicle during sudden stops. Look for ABS when turning the engine on. ABS might also be located on the
console or dash of a vehicle.
A braking system that alternates the pattern of braking between all 4 wheels. This allows more control of the vehicle
during sudden stops. Look for ABS when turning the engine on. ABS might also be located on the console or dash
of a vehicle.
A system of devices that causes a reduction or control of the temperature and humidity within the passenger
compartment. Look for A/C selector on climate control section in dashboard.
Driver’s side Fabric bag installed in the steering column of some cars that inflate rapidly during select impact
collisions. Look for SRS emblem on dash or steering wheel.
A suspension component that raises or lowers either the front or the rear of the vehicle when there is a change in the
amount of load in the vehicle.
Audio equipment that receives AM signals.
Chrome metal railings located on the top of the pickup bed. Look for chrome plating on pickup bed with tie down
capabilities.
A mechanism of the drivetrain that automatically shifts gears for the driver. Appears as “D” on the gear shifter.
Wheel rims made of aluminum/alloy.
Independent chairs in the first two rows that have at least one armrest.
Independent chairs in the first three rows that each have at least one armrest.
A bumper accessory that protects the front and/or rear bumper of the vehicle from scratches and dings when parking.
This protectant is usually made of foam or other type of soft material, and typically attaches on to the corners or the
entire bumper of the vehicle.
A railing or step located on the underside of a truck/van/utv door(s) that assists with ease of entry into the vehicle.
A bumper accessory that protects the front and/or rear bumper of the vehicle from scratches and dings when parking.
May be made of plastic, aluminum, steel, or rubber, and typically attaches on to the corners or the entire bumper of
the vehicle.
A protective covering that attaches and lines the inside of a truck bed.
A plastic or rubber attachment that runs along each side of the car. Look for rubber stripping on side of vehicle.
This also includes rocker molding.
A bench seat that allows part of the seat to be retracted for additional space.
Appear as individual seats with a division between the two.
A protective permanent covering that lines inside of the bed. Sprays into the bed instead of snapping or dropping
into the truck bed.
A communication system that uses GPS and cellular technology to link the driver and the manufacturer's
communication center. The advisors at the communications center provide a multitude of services to assist in safety
and security for the driver. Examples include GM's OnStar, BMW's Assist and Mercedes' TeleAid.
Audio equipment that plays cassette tapes. Look for tape player typically located in the dash.
A 2-way radio that sends and receives radio signals. Look for receiver with handset.
A device that when set, controls the speed of the vehicle. Look for a selector typically located within the vicinity of
the steering wheel or column.
Audio equipment that plays one compact disc.
A control on the dashboard which allows the driver to keep the temperature inside the vehicle at a certain level.
Some vehicles have separate controls for both the driver and passenger to set their own preferred temperature.
Climate control could be located in the front or rear of the vehicle with separate controls.
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Option
Code Option Name
CO
Overhead Console

Option Definition
An overhead storage compartment and location for a vehicle information center typically located in between the
driver and passenger seats.
A removable shell placed on the bed of a pickup. The fiberglass top will typically have windows and can be locked.

CP

Fiberglass Top

CS
CT

Cloth Seats
Soft Top

D2

Deluxe 2-Tone Paint

DA

Dual Air Conditioning

DB
DC
DG

4-Wheel Disc Brakes
Deluxe Wheel Covers
Head/Curtain Air Bags

DM

Dual Mirrors

DP

Dual Power Sliding Doors

Automatically controlled sliding side doors found on both sides of a van. Look for device on keychain that controls
opening and closing of side doors. Look for Power button on the driver side or on each sliding door.

DT
EC
EG

Privacy Glass
Entertainment Center
Electric Glass Roof

EM

California Emissions

Glass that has a dark tint and does not let others view inside the passenger compartment of the vehicle.
Integrated system which includes, but not limited to a DVD/VCR with a flip-down viewing screen.
A rooftop type where a portion of the roof is made of glass and can be automatically retracted. Look for glass
window on roof with controls immediately above front seats. Controls could also be located on the console between
the driver and passenger seat.
Emission standards set by the state government in California to help reduce pollution. Vehicle owners are required
to have their vehicles inspected by the DMV when renewing the vehicle's registration. If a vehicle does not meet the
emissions standard, the vehicle owner would be unable to register the vehicle until they make repairs, and it passes.

EQ

Equalizer

ES

Electric Steel Roof

FL

Fog Lamps

FM
FR

FM Stereo
Flip Roof

Audio equipment that receives FM signals.
A rooftop type where a portion of the roof is glass and flips up. Look for glass window on roof with controlling
lever above front seats. Glass can be removed. Flip roof tilts open but does retract. Flip roof is not electric.

GG

Grill Guard

A metal device that is designed to offer protection to the front grille of the vehicle. Look for metal crossguards in
front of grille. The grill extends slightly in front of the vehicle's grill/lights to protect it from impact.

GT

Glass T-Tops/Panel

HM
HP
HT

Heated Mirrors
Three Stage Paint
Hardtop

A rooftop type where a portion of it is glass that can be removed. A metal support bar in the shape of a letter 'T'
remains when the Glass T-Tops are removed. For a glass panel, the glass can be removed and there will not be a
metal support in the middle. This will not be used for a convertible.
A defrost function for the side mirrors.
A three-layer paint system that usually includes a base, pearl, and clear coat paint.
A component on a UTV (usually Jeeps) where a Hardtop roof can be placed on the vehicle to replace the soft top.

HU

Heads Up Display

HV

Headlamp Washers

IB

On-Board Computer

IC

Intelligent Cruise

The covering of the seats are made of cloth. Look for cloth on exterior of seat.
A fabric covering that temporarily acts as the roof of the vehicle. This also covers the sides of the vehicles. It
would typically be found on a Jeep Wrangler. A bikini top would not be a soft top, as it only covers the roof of the
vehicle.
A paint design similar to 2-Tone, but offers greater styling. Appears as two different shades of the same color on
vehicle.
An air conditioning system that allows flow of cooled air to rear of vehicle. Look for A/C controls in the rear seats
of vehicle. Must have separate controls for the front and rear temperature control.
A type of brake system that utilizes a circular steel disc and a caliper at each wheel to stop the vehicle.
A hubcap that offers greater styling than standard hubcaps. Look for wheel covers that can be removed.
Fabric bags that are installed in the roof of the vehicle, above each door. These air bags reduce head injuries in the
case of a side impact. (Required to be on all vehicles produced in the U.S. in 2010).
Look for SRS Logo or Airbag on the roof of the vehicle.
Side mirrors on each side of vehicle. Look for exterior mirrors on both driver’s side and passenger’s side doors.

Audio equipment that is used to boost certain frequencies. Equalizer will have controls for bass, treble, balance, and
fade.
A rooftop type where a portion of the roof can be automatically retracted. Look for rectangular shaped cut-out on
roof of vehicle. Look for glass window on roof with controls immediately above front seats. Controls could also be
located on the console between the driver and passenger seat.
Auxiliary lights on vehicle used as warning lights in difficult driving conditions. Look for a second set of lights
usually located directly below the main headlights. The control is usually found on or near the steering column.

A display technology that flashes images onto the inside of the windshield to enable drivers to see information such
as speed, collision avoidance, etc, while keeping their eyes on the road.
A device on each headlamp that includes headlamp wipers that releases washer fluid and washes the headlamp.
A computer system in the vehicle that monitors and controls many of the vehicle's functions. It may also record
potential major problems with the vehicle, and alert the driver of these problems.
An enhanced speed control system that uses forward-looking radar to detect the speed and distance of the vehicle
ahead. This device will automatically adapt or alert the driver if the vehicle's speed if it becomes too close to the
vehicle ahead. Also called Dynamic Cruise Control.
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IP
Clear Coat Paint
IW
KE

LC
LS
M3
MC

MG
MM

MP

Option Definition
A clear paint covering used on modern vehicle bodies. It is the top coat. Clearcoat Paint was made standard on all
vehicles 1981 and newer.
Intermittent Wipers
Windshield wipers that may be adjusted to variable speeds. Look for selector on the wiper arm.
Keyless Entry
A remote control system that allows the user to lock and unlock the vehicle without keys. This could be a plastic
device attached to key chain with locking and unlocking symbol. On Luxury vehicles, there may be a numbers pad
on the door.
Locking Wheel Covers
Hubcaps that lock and a key is needed to unlock them so that the cover can be removed. Locking mechanism might
not be visible.
Leather Seats
The covering of the seats are made of leather. Look for leather on exterior of seat.
Auxillary Audio Connection Connects a portable sound unit such as an iPod or MP3 player to the vehicle’s sound system. Allows all music in
the portable sound unit to be played over the vehicle’s sound system.
Message Center/Vehicle
An electronic instrumentation center located in the dash, overhead console, or center console that monitors several
Information Center
different systems and alerts the driver of possible minor issues (such as low fuel, oil change notification, turn signal
"on" etc).
Manual Glass Roof
A rooftop type where a portion of the roof is made of glass and is manually retractable via a handle/crank. Look for
glass in roof of vehicle with lift lever above front seats.
Memory Package
A package that may consist of memory seats and/or pedals, mirrors, steering wheel and radio. These functions allow
the primary driver of the vehicle to preset their preferred settings on these options. At the push of a button, the seats
and/or pedals, mirrors and steering wheel will electronically revert to the desired settings. Controls can typically be
found on the driver side door.
Metallic Paint
Paint that contains metallic flakes which provide enhanced depth of the color. A paint which contains tiny dots of
metal in its makeup to give it extra quality.

MS

Manual Steel Roof

MX

Signal Integrated Mirrors

NV

Navigation System

OD
OR

Overdrive
Skyview Roof

PA
PB
PC

Power Antenna
Power Brakes
Power Passenger Seat

PD

Power Sliding Door

An automatically controlled side door found on vans that slides open or closed. Look for device on keychain that
controls opening and closing of side door. There could be a button on the sliding door or in the overhead console.

PG

Power Rear Window

PJ

Parking Sensors

A window found on trucks that is located in rear of the cab. This window can be electronically opened and closed
by the driver of the vehicle.
Sensors in the vehicle that assist in parking by alerting the driver if the vehicle becomes too close to an object. The
driver is alerted by a beeping sound. These sensors are usually located on the rear of the vehicle.

PL

Power Door Lock

PM

Power Mirrors

PO
PP

Positraction
Power Adjustable Pedals

PS
PT

Power Steering
Power Trunk/Tailgate

PW

Power Windows

PX

Parking Sensors w/back-up
camera
Retractable Seats

R3

A rooftop type where a portion of the roof is made of steel and is manually retractable via a handle/crank. Look for
glass in roof of vehicle with lift lever above front seats.
Turn signals that are integrated into the side mirrors of the vehicle. A flashing arrow or light appears on the mirror
indicating the direction of the intended direction of the turn.
The On-board Navigation System utilizes voice messages and optical aids to guide you to pre-selected destinations.
With the latest On-board Monitor and Compact Disc containing digital mapping technology and data, you select a
destination from listed entries, or directly from mapped destinations on the screen.
A transmission with a high gear that can reduce gas consumption. Look for OD on the gear shifter.
A glass panel(s) in the vehicle’s roof; runs lengthwise for the backseat passenger. This panel may or may not open,
but lets occupants "view the sky".
A telescoping radio antenna which automatically moves up or down when radio is turned on or off.
A hydraulic braking system that uses engine vacuum to assist driver when braking.
A electronic device that controls the movement of the passenger’s seat; forward, backward, upward, and downward.
Look for selector on side of driver’s seat, passenger's side door, or proximity of center console.

Door locks that may be controlled automatically by driver and passenger. Look for button devices on armrest of
door or on center console.
Side mirrors that are controlled from the driver compartment. Look for mirror selector with direction arrows on
dashboard or on the driver's door.
A system that prevents rear wheels from spinning on slippery surfaces during acceleration.
An electric device that controls the movement of the pedals; the driver may automatically move the pedals to
accommodate his/her height.
A steering system that uses hydraulic pressure to increase the drivers turning ability.
A device that controls the lock release in the trunk/tailgate. This may be controlled either remotely or in the
passenger compartment. Look for button device on keychain or in glove compartment.
Windows that may be automatically controlled up or down by driver and passengers. Look for button devices to
depress on armrest of door or in promximity of the center console.
Back up camera in the rear of the vehicle that assists in parking by alerting the driver if the vehicle becomes too
close to an object. An LCD monitor inside the vehicle will alert the driver of these objects.
Seats that fold down into the floor of the vehicle, by either power or manual means.
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RB
Roll Bar

Option Definition
A metal apparatus located behind the cab of the vehicle that in case of rollover protects the driver and passenger
compartment. Look for metal bar behind cab of vehicle.
An electric heating device built into the rear windshield that is used to remove ice from the window. Look for lines
built into windshield running across rear window.
A rooftop type that is designed to look as if it is made of a cloth fabric. Look for vinyl covering on roof of vehicle.
Could be found on older luxury vehicles.
Passenger fabric bag installed in the dashboard of some cars that inflate rapidly during select impact collisions.
Look for SRS emblem on dash or steering wheel.
The interiors of the rear seats contain a heating element to warm the cushions. Look for switches on console or
dash.
A remote control system that allows the user to start the vehicle without having to physically get in the vehicle and
use the key. Popular in colder climates, where the user can start the vehicle without having to brave the elements.

RD

Rear Defogger

RF

Cabriolet Roof

RG

Passenger Air Bag

RH

Rear Heated Seats

RJ

Remote Starter

RL

Reclining/Lounge Seats

A seat type where the back portion is adjustable and may be reclined backwards. Look for lever on side of seat.

RM

Detachable Roof

RR

Luggage Roof/Rack

RW
S3
S4
S5
S6
SA
SB

Rally Wheel
3 Speed Transmission
4 Speed Transmission
5 Speed Transmission
6 Speed Transmission
Spoke Aluminum Wheels
Rear Step Bumper

SD
SE
SG

Dual Power Roofs
Search/Seek
Stone Guard

A Detachable Roof is found on sports cars such as the Thunderbird or Miata. A detachable roof is one that does not
fold, it lifts off. The body style for this option must be a convertible.
A permanently mounted harness apparatus that may be used to carry additional equipment on the roof or trunk of the
vehicle. Look for metal or plastic device on roof or trunk of vehicle.
A particular type of mag wheel.
A manual transmission with 3 forward gears. Gear shifter with pattern for 3 positions on shift knob.
A manual transmission with 4 forward gears. Gear shifter with pattern for 4 positions on shift knob.
A manual transmission with 5 forward gears. Gear shifter with pattern for 5 positions on shift knob.
A manual transmission with 6 forward gears. Gear shifter with pattern for 6 positions on shift knob.
Aluminum wheel rims that have a wire spoke design.
A bumper on the rear of vehicle that can act as a step for easier access into the rear of the vehicle. Step bumpers will
have some type of traction, protective, or skid padding.
The entire roof is steel with two power glass sunroofs.
A feature on radio that allows user to sequentially scan for radio stations.
A panel fitted below the front bumper or the edge of the rear fender to provide protection from rocks, dirt, etc.

SH

Heated Seats(2)

SK

CD Changer/Stacker

SL

Rear Spoiler

SP

Power Driver Seat

ST

Stereo

SW
SY
TB

Rear Sliding Window
Styled Steel Wheels
Tool Box (Permanent)

TD

Theft Deterrent/Alarm

TG
T1

Tinted Glass
Stability Control

TL

Telescopic Wheel

TN
TP
TQ

Soft Tonneau Cover
Trailering Package
Steering Wheel Touch
Controls
T-Tops/Panel

TT

The interiors of the front seats contain a heating element to warm the cushions. Look for switches on console, or
seats.
A multiple disc CD player that is usually located in the trunk, dash, or console. Look for audio equipment with
cartridge for CD’s.
Aerodynamic device attached to vehicle to induce downforce on the vehicle. Look for wing shaped device on
decklid or tailgate vehicle.
A electronic device that controls the movement of the driver’s seat; forward, backward, upward, and downward.
Look for selector on side of driver’s seat, driver's side door, or proximity of center console.
Audio equipment that receives AM/FM signals and amplifies sound to speakers. Look for radio in dash of vehicle.
A manual sliding window found on trucks that is located in rear of the cab with locking lever.
Wheel rims made of steel.
A metal box affixed to the pickup bed of the vehicle that is used to store tools. Look for an attached box in rear of
bed.
An anti-theft device. Look for theft button on keychain or dash of vehicle. The anti-theft device locks the vehicle,
if the vehicle is opened without disabling the alarm, it will sound and lights could flash. Look for the lock symbol
on the keychain.
Glass that has a light tint and does let others view inside the passenger compartment of the vehicle.
Stability Control is a technology that assist the driver maintain control of the vehicle. The system compares the
driver's intended direction to the vehicles actual direction. If the driver goes right and the car does not follow then
this technology brakes individual front or rear wheels and/or reduces excess engine power.
A steering column that can be shortened or lengthened to provide the most comfortable driving position. Look for
steering wheel that can be moved inwards or outwards.
A bed cover made of cloth, vinyl, or any other type of fabric.
A frame mounted hitch receiver with integrated wiring.
Controls located on the steering wheel that generally control the radio.
A rooftop type where a portion of it is fiberglass and can be removed. A metal support bar in the shape of a letter 'T'
remains when the Glass T-Tops are removed. For a fiberglass panel, the glass can be removed and there will not be
a metal support in the middle. This will not be used on a convertible.
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TW
Tilt Wheel
TX
Traction Control
TZ

Hard Tonneau Cover

UP

Power Retractable Running
Boards

UR

Premium Radio

VP

Power Convertible Top

VR
VZ

Vinyl Roof
Night Vision

W2
WC
WD

20" or larger wheels
Wire Wheel Covers
Dual Rear Wheels

WG
WI
WP
WT

Woodgrain
Winch
Rear Window Wiper
Wood Interior Trim

WW
XE

XG

Wire Wheels
Xenon Headlamps/High
Intensity Discharge
Headlamps
Front Side Impact Air Bags

XM

Satellite Radio

XT

Auxiliary Fuel Tank

ZG

Rear Side Impact Air Bags

Option Definition
A steering wheel that can be moved up, down or at different angles.
A system that helps to prevent wheel spin on slippery surfaces during acceleration. Look for traction control button
on dash of vehicle.
A flat bed cover made of fiberglass or other solid material. A hinged cover that could include a lock and/or a
hydraulic lift.
An electronically controlled railing located on the underside of a truck/van/utv door(s) that assists with ease of entry
into the vehicle. These can be automatically drawn in underneath the vehicle when the door is opened and closed.
An upgraded sound system, either factory or aftermarket. (Examples: Bose, Infinity, Monsoon, Harmon Kardon,
JBL)
An automobile without a fixed roof. The roof automatically folds up so that the passenger compartment is exposed
to the air. Look for cloth top with power retracting mechanisms in the interior.
A rooftop type where the roof is covered with vinyl.
Technology that detects and alerts the driver of objects on the road beyond the reach of the car’s headlights. May
project an image on the driver’s windshield of these objects.
An alloy or chrome wheel in which the diameter measures 20" or larger.
A wire spoke designed hubcap that covers the rim portion of the wheel.
Two rear wheels located on each side of axle that allows for greater payload. Look for trucks with a total of four
rear wheels and only one axle.
An exterior design that provides a look of finished wood.
A manual or power device employing a drum with cable used for pulling objects.
A single wiper located on the rear windshield.
An interior design that provides a look of finished wood. Look for wood-like finish on dash, door, or other interior
trim panels.
Wheel rims that have a wire spoke design.
High Intensity Discharge lights, or Xenon lights that produces a much brighter light than a halogen light, and
improves visibility at night.
Fabric bags installed on the front doors of some cars that inflates rapidly during a side impact collision. Look for
airbag with hazard warning label.
Digital radio signal that is broadcast by communication satellite, which covers a much wider geographical range
than terrestrial radio signals. Effectively allows the user to pick up radio stations from around the country instead of
just within their region.
A fuel tank that is secondary to the primary and allows for greater fuel storage. Look for secondary fuel switch or
gauge on instrument cluster.
Fabric bags installed on the rear doors of some vehicles that inflates rapidly during a side impact collision. Look for
airbag with hazard warning label.
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